Paula Lobos is surely Europe’s best-kept secret.
The Uruguayan born/Swedish raised artist has released a handful of vocal anthems that have been
a mainstay in the European club scene for years.
Her latest release "Eyes on You” is a collaboration with writer/producer Paul Rein whose credits
include Steve Angello & Sebastian Ingrosso, Robyn, Christina Aguilera (Latin Grammy Award for
“Ven Conmigo).
”Eyes on You” is a catchy pop tune with a touch of nudisco and was highlighted on Swedish radio´s
P3 Musikguiden.

Her over a decade long career showcases her diversity and a keen ability to swiftly transcend
between genres.
She started in the R&B scene in 2003 with the magnificently produced debut album "Aura". In
2007 she crossed over to the Latin pop scene with "Una Vida Mas". The album made headway in
the US Latin market and throughout Latin America.
2009 brought about a change in music for the talented singer-songwriter. She rediscovered her
love for dance and house music and released the single “Touch the Light”.
The song was selected by Samsung to accompany the launch of their new phone. She impressed
them so much they asked her to join their 10-city concert tour through the Scandinavian countries
of Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark. A talent so exquisite, it garnered the attention of
megastars Lady Gaga and Kat de Luna who invited Paula to open their Stockholm concerts.
A crop of new music continued in 2011 with the release of the EP "Higher", which was well
received by audiences in the US and solidified Paula’s unique sound. Paula toured the country
with notable performances in Los Angeles, including the famed Avalon Club.
That same year she released the highly acclaimed EP "Heart of Mine – The Remixes" on
Stonebridges label, Stoney boy Music. The EP included beats-driven remixes from Gabriel
Rocha/DJ PP, Audiostalkers and other great collaborators.
In 2012, her biggest vocal anthem “Stand Up” was released on Zouk Recordings. The song, a
collaboration with italian stars David Jones & Alex Martello, became an instant club phenomenon
climbing the Beatport charts for weeks and spawning a slew of remixes from David Jones &
Robbie Rivera, 7Tales and Alex Martello.
The rise continued with the release of “Keep on Shining” in 2013, a collaboration with Uruguayan
DJ/Producers Fernando Picon & Deibys Marquez, and “The Meaning of Love” a single featuring
Ezzy Safaris was released.
A collaboration with dutch dj and producer 4Tezian resulted in two strong tracks, "In My Head"
(2014) and "New Dawn"(2015), widely supported by dj´s around the world and played on
Swedish radio P5.

